Editorial Team Welcome to

Dr. Jeeyeon Ryu

As Artizein looks toward the future and expands its reach, we are very happy to welcome Dr. Jeeyeon Ryu to the editorial team. Jeeyeon is a piano teacher-researcher who incorporates a diversity of artistic practices in her scholarship, such as music, video, poetry, creative writing, and storytelling. Her scholarly interests and publications include themes and variations related to arts-informed pedagogies, curriculum studies, praxis and teacher education, early childhood music education, and creativity in teaching and learning. Currently, Jeeyeon is appointed as Interim Associate Dean (General Education) with Yorkville University, Canada and brings valuable editorial and design experience to Artizein’s editorial team. She has stepped into our collaborative editorial process with both feet and has co-designed the layout of this issue with Darlene St. Georges. We are excited to be on this journey with her.
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